GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

07/18/2017

HIGHLIGHT

THE HEROES OF THE LADIN LEGENDS ARE
WAITING FOR YOU
The valorous warriors Odolghes and Lidsanel, fighting against the
invaders Arimans and the Trusans, the unlucky princesses Soreghina and
Ciadina in "Stories de Aloch e Contrin", are on stage today at 5.30 pm at
the Navalge theater in Moena (free entrance). The performance,
promoted by the Istituto Culturale Ladino, in partnership with the APT Val
di Fassa and the municipality of Moena, will put on stage amazing
legends of the valley, from Fedaia and Contrin, to Val San Nicolò and San
Pellegrino. The musical will be narrated by Alessandro Arici and adorned
by original Ladin songs - written and edited by Fabio Chiocchetti - sung
by the local singer Elena Favè together with the "Ciantastories".
"Stories de ALoche e Contrin" will be played again on the 28th of August at 9.00
pm at Navalge Theater in Moena.

Today in the valley
BETWEEN "STORIA E SAPORI"

HISTORIC CENTER CANAZEI - 5.00 PM - 6.00 PM
For the happy hour, special entertainement with music and tastings.

LUCIO GARDIN SHOW

LA GRAN CIASA SORAGA - 9.15 PM
The famous actor and comic on stage for a comic performance about
the behavoiur of men and women.

“ENTORN VICH”

STRADA DE REZIA VIGO - 8.15 PM
Tradition, music and gastronomy for an unusal evening at the center of
the village.

Itineraries
FROM PORDOI PASS TO PIZ BOÈ AND BOÈ HUT
From Pordoi pass (m 2.239) catch the cable car up to Sass Pordoi (m
2.950), descend then on small rocks to the near namesake saddle
(0.20 h). Go on straight and take path n. 638 that leads to the base
of Piz Boè. Climb again, along the southern face, on terraces and
detritus ledges, reaching the peak beside Capanna Piz Fassa at
3.125 metres (1.15 h; 1.35 hrs). After a break to enjoy the panorama,
descend along the north-western face, pass over it through a ledge
equipped with a rope, a rocky jump to reach quickly Boè refuge at
2.871 meters (0.30 h; 2.10 hrs). Come back to Pordoi saddle (0.45 h;
2.50 hrs), crossing the terraces that marks the base of Piz Boè. Go
back to the cable car, ascending again to Sass Pordoi (0.20 h; 3.10
hrs).

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
JULY 19 8.30 AM - CANAZEI

MTB CROSS COUNTRY

HALF-DAY GUIDED MTB TOUR. ENROLLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT
(AGAINST PAYMENT).
19 JULY 8.30 AM - POZZA

AROUND MOUNTAIN DAIRIES
WALKING THROUGH GRAZING TOWARD MALGA JUMELA (AGAINST
PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
In the ancient times, one of the basic need of the local population
was to find a place where they can bring their animals to graze.
They were used to climb up to mountain, most of the times reaching
the passes around the Sella massive. The passes have never
represented a limit; indeed, they were a meeting point. This is also
testified by “Pian dei Jiadoi” (“Playground” in Ladin), that was, in the
ancient times, a point for the shepherds of Val di Fassa and Val
Gardena, representing though, the strong connection between the
valleys on the two sides of “Jouf de Ciavazes”.

19 JULY 5.00 PM - VIGO

ROCKY ROCKS

INTRODUCTION TO GEOLOGY OF THE VALLEY, FOR KIDS ONLY.

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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